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Socialism in One Country was a theory put forth by Joseph Stalin and Nikolai Bukharin in
which was eventually adopted by the Soviet Union as state policy. The theory held that given
the defeat of all the communist revolutions in Europe in – except Russia, the Soviet Union
should begin to strengthen itself internally.
In , Hungary was the first Socialist Bloc country to open the "Iron Curtain," providing a transit
route for thousands people emigrating from East Germany to West Germany, precipitating the
fall of the Berlin Wall and the reunification of Germany. According to Gallup polling, a
majority of young people now have a favorable view of socialism. A majority of Democrats
like socialism, while just under half like capitalism.
Sep 13, · Hungary is clearly going down the slide into authoritarianism and no governing
party of the centre right in Europe found it impossible to invoke Article 7, which is the
beginning of the procedure by which sanctions can be imposed. Please don’t tell me that you
want to vote for that. Meanwhile in California, Democrats were all set to ban plastic straws, to
the tune of a $1, fine or one year in prison, per straw—all based on “research” done by a
9-year-old child for a school project.
Stalinist architecture was, from about to , employed by the post-war Eastern Bloc 'People's
Democracies', usually after defeating internal Modernist opposition. This would sometimes
show certain local influences, though was frequently regarded as a Soviet import.
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